THE AUSTRALIAN JUDAEO-CHRISTIAN ALLIANCE

It is now five weeks since I sent out my first newsletter inviting people to join the Australian
Judaeo-Christian Alliance and we now have 22 signed-up members! Now I feel the Lord
telling me to trust Him for growth, not get hyper active on my part. The picture I get is
ripples on water – Judy and I have started the process, now it is up to others to carry the
message forward. Some are already doing this I am glad to say. Do not forget: NUMBERS
are critical. Be bold in sharing the vision; you will get plenty of knock backs but occasionally
you will meet a warrior who will say, “where do I sign and where do you want me to
stand!!!” These are the people we want on board.
Judy and I have been able to get twenty people on board. Can I ask you to trust God for
twenty new contacts? If each person who signs up can reach twenty, the goal of ‘the first
thousand’ is assured.
I have had meetings with people who are doing good ‘pushing back’ work. There is a group
in Brisbane who have set themselves the goal of transforming the whole Liberal Party in
Australia – getting the party back to its Judaeo-Christian roots. This is not an impossible task
– all you do is find a good candidate in each electorate, get 30 people to join a local party
branch and vote your candidate in. (I have done this myself; see my webpage:
www.johnpotterpublish.com/BLOGS - “Getting Involved in Politics”). Unfortunately, this is not
possible with the Labor Party – they select their candidates in head office. The Liberal Party,
like the rest of Australia, is fractured ideologically; some are conservatives (like us), others
say they hold to a Judaeo-Christian culture but live as Secular-humanists (Marxism). There
can be no resolution of differences between a conservative ideology that rests on a
foundational belief in God, and secular humanism which denies the existence of God.
Other people are putting all their effort in lobbying Parliament. I am not saying we should not
do this, but lobbying is rear-guard action, chasing your tail while the enemy plays games with
us, tabling the same old bills, one after another, to distract us from the battle in our
schools and universities. The last Census showed us that the percentage of secular
humanists in Australia was increasing by 10% per year. They were 30% of the populace in

2016; if the 10% increase has continued, they are now 36%, having added 1.4 million to
their number over the past three years. That is 450 000 per annum! Where are they getting
this number of people into their camp – in the schools and universities. And vast numbers
of them are from Christian homes. Folks, we are losing this battle at an alarming rate!!!
‘Bullying’ programs being used in schools are sending hundreds of 11-12-year-old children
into Medical Clinics every week to seek trans-gender surgery. And they are being
encouraged that they do not have to tell their parents about it. This is an extreme outrage!
STRATEGY
Let me repeat our strategy:
1. We argue in the public place that Australia is fractured regarding ideology and
demand that each group must be released to live according to their belief system
without interference from other groups, in the same way that indigenous people
and Muslims are already permitted to live according to their culture. This means that
each group has the right to provide education that is grounded on its belief
system and should not be required to cater for students from other groups.
2. Unfortunately, many Christian Schools already have homo-sexual students and are
‘walking on egg shells’ to ensure that they do not offend them and finish up in the
Discrimination Commissioner’s office. The notion that this will allow homosexuals and
trans-gender student to hear the Gospel is evangelical madness. This enemy does
not do deals – he will keep pushing until homosexuality and trans-genderism is
totally accepted as normal. It will be illegal for Christians to counsel students away
from homo-sexual and trans-gender thinking, or to read Romans 1; Daniel Andrews
in Victoria has already signalled that he will legislate for this to be law. We must take
a stand, i.e. say NO to homosexuality and keep proclaiming the obvious: there are
three genders: male and female (which continue the species through breeding) and
neuter (those people that do not breed) – see the Oxford Dictionary: ‘gender’.
3. We will not be able to achieve either of the above objectives unless we have
NUMBERS. And not vague statistics, we must have real people who have signed up
and won’t disappear when the pressure comes on, as it undoubtedly will. To get
numbers we must have an active movement. Nehemiah’s wall is the guiding
principle: every household builds in front of their own home or business (Nehemiah
Chapter 3). This is the ripple effect spoken about above. If we follow the Nehemiah
pattern, we can build the wall quickly. The Jerusalem wall was completed in 52 days
(Neh.6:15). I am looking to see 1000 signed up in six months; and beyond that 1
million (4% of the populace). Let’s give this high priority friends. The welfare of
our children and grandchildren depends on it.
4. It is not necessary to destroy the enemy – they will destroy themselves (II Chron.
20:20-25). The suicide rate amongst trans-gender people in the UK is 41%. (Islam is
not yet a problem here as it is in the UK, but they always implode, Sunni against
Shia).
Your brother in arms,
John Potter

[SEE PAGE 3]

A QUICK HISTORY OF THE FIGHT AGAINST ‘MARXISM’ IN AUSTRALIA
The Marxist dogma, Communism, came to Australia in the 1930s. It was interrupted by the
Second World War but, by 1950, it was evident that Communist agents were working hard
underground to bring Australia under their influence. Robert Menzies’ Liberal Government
(1949-1965) moved to disband Communist groups in 1950 and, in this project, he was
considerably helped by the Catholic vote.
In the late 1940s, B.A.Santamaria, a prominent Catholic layman, with the support of Catholic
Archbishop Mannix of Melbourne, formed a Catholic study group to inform Catholics of the
threat of Communism. In 1947, the Australian population was 7.5 million and 6.6. million
(88%) of them were Christians; Catholics were 1.6 million (22%). Santamaria’s study group
became the National Civic Council of Australia in 1957. Later Santamaria formed the
Democratic Labor Party in opposition to the Australian Labor Party which showed signs of
being taken over by Marxist forces. The split in the Labor vote kept Menzies in power for
sixteen years. The line against classical Marxism was held. Or was it?
Marxism re-emerged in the West as post-modernism in the 1960s. The Catholics thought
they held the line, but the reality is that they were corrupted from within by the neo-Marxist
sexual revolution. In recent times it has been revealed that priests have sexually abused
children, kept nuns as sex-slaves and indulged in homo-sexual orgies with male prostitutes
in the Vatican – the reason Benedict resigned. There are still 1.2 billion people in the world
who call themselves Catholics – but world-wide the church has lost 120 000 priests over the
past 10 years. In Australia the Catholics have maintained their numbers at 22% with 5.7
million affiliates, but church attendance has radically declined. We cannot expect the
Catholics to hold the line for us this time around. They have the numbers and the infrastructure, but they are in disarray. Even the NCC has its problems; long-time President of
the NCC, Peter Westmore, has admitted that he attended the same-sex marriage of his
daughter in NZ recently. Damien Wilde of the Australian Family Coalition was NCC State
President for South Australia – he seems to be one of the last men standing.
The other Liturgical churches have mostly lost the battle. The Anglicans and Uniting Church
now ordain homosexual priests as a matter of course; and the Lutherans passed an
ordinance in the 1990s giving Lutherans permission to interpret Genesis 1 any way they
wish. Homosexual activity has been evident amongst teen-aged students in the old Private
Christian Boys Schools for centuries, but it mostly remained hidden; today it has become
accepted normative practice. Last November, a 17-year old school prefect ‘came out’ as a
homosexual during a speech at a graduation ceremony at a prestigious Catholic College in
Sydney; the whole school stood and applauded him.
The current battle is with the Christian remnant – the evangelicals and the Pentecostals that
together make up 2.6% of the populace – 650 000 adults. It is unclear that we can expect
support from the 680 000 people who claim to be Christians but are not connected to a
denomination. There are still believers in the old churches who might add their support,
although their numbers are uncertain. The bottom line is that we need 1 million to hold the
line. As God is our helper and strength, this should not be an impossibility.
Greater is He that is within us than he that is in the world!

